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Abstract Perceptual similarity is an important property of
multiple stimuli. Its computation supports a wide range of
cognitive functions, including reasoning, categorization, and
memory recognition. It is important, therefore, to determine
why previous research has found conflicting effects of inter-
item similarity on visual working memory. Studies reporting a
similarity advantage have used simple stimuli whose similar-
ity varied along a featural continuum. Studies reporting a sim-
ilarity disadvantage have used complex stimuli from either a
single or multiple categories. To elucidate stimulus conditions
for similarity effects in visual working memory, we tested
memory for complex stimuli (faces) whose similarity varied
along a morph continuum. Participants encoded 3 morphs
generated from a single face identity in the similar condition,
or 3 morphs generated from different face identities in the
dissimilar condition. After a brief delay, a test face appeared
at one of the encoding locations for participants to make a
same/different judgment. Two experiments showed that simi-
larity enhanced memory accuracy without changing the re-
sponse criterion. These findings support previous computa-
tional models that incorporate featural variance as a compo-
nent of working memory load. They delineate limitations of
models that emphasize cortical resources or response
decisions.
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Daily activities such as crossing a busy street or remembering the
locations of conversation partners require us to maintain and
manipulate visual information briefly in mind. The system that
supports this function – visual workingmemory – correlates with
general intelligence and has been under intense investigation
(Luck & Hollingworth, 2008). Scientific debates have centered
primarily around the nature of the capacity limitation (Suchow,
Fougnie, Brady, & Alvarez, 2014). Recently, research has in-
creasingly focused on inter-item interactions in visual working
memory. Inter-item properties include ensemble or summary sta-
tistics of multiple items (e.g., darker objects are clustered in one
area; Brady & Alvarez, 2014), the spatial configuration of mem-
ory items (Jiang, Olson,&Chun, 2000), and perceptual grouping
of objects (Woodman, Vecera, & Luck, 2003). The present
study examines one type of inter-item relationship: perceptual
similarity among items held in working memory.

Does perceptual similarity among multiple items facilitate
or hinder our ability to retain and retrieve information in visual
working memory? This question has received contradictory
answers. One pattern of data suggests that similarity is detri-
mental. For example, memory for an array of faces and scenes
is better than memory for just faces or scenes (Cohen, Konkle,
Rhee, Nakayama, & Alvarez, 2014). This finding is consistent
with those from verbal working memory, which show better
memory for phonologically dissimilar than similar words
(Baddeley, 1966). They support theories such as the
multiple-resource theory (Olson & Jiang, 2002; Wheeler &
Treisman, 2002) or its neural instantiation – the cortical re-
source theory (Cohen et al., 2014). Dissimilar stimuli yield
better memory because peaks of neural activation for these
stimuli are widely separated, minimizing interference.

Conversely, other studies have found that similarity among
items improves visual working memory. Lin and Luck (2009)
showed that participants were better at detecting subtle color
changes after encoding three highly similar colors (e.g., three
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shades of red) than three dissimilar colors (e.g., red, green, and
yellow). This pattern also emerged in visual working memory
for line orientation and length (Sims, Jacobs, & Knill, 2012).
Though counterintuitive, the finding fits with several compu-
tational models. For example, in information theoretic ac-
counts, variance in the encoded features is a source of noise
that interferes with encoding. High variance among memory
items reduces the ability of a limited-capacity system in main-
taining precise representations (Sims et al., 2012).

How might these empirical outcomes be reconciled? One
observation is that they result from the use of different stimulus
materials. Studies finding an advantage for dissimilar items
primarily used stimuli drawn from separate perceptual and
conceptual categories, whereas studies showing an advantage
for similar items have used stimuli within a more restricted
range of similarity. It is possible that when stimuli come from
a narrower region of similarity space (e.g., different shades of
red), participants are better able to extract relative features
along the similarity dimension. In contrast, highly distinct
stimuli from a single category (e.g., different scenes) do not
support the extraction of common perceptual values and there-
fore show no memory benefit relative to mixed-category stim-
uli. However, the studies to date have largely conflated cate-
gorical distinctiveness with stimulus complexity. Those that
varied similarity in a confined featural space have primarily
used simple stimuli, such as colors and orientations, whereas
those that contrasted single and mixed categories have used
complex stimuli, such as faces and scenes. It is therefore diffi-
cult to determine the conditions that yield the two patterns of
results. The current study resolves this ambiguity by testing
complex stimuli that vary along a morph continuum.

In two experiments we evaluated the effects of visual simi-
larity using faces. Participants encoded three face morphs de-
rived from either the same individual (the similar condition) or
different individuals (the dissimilar condition). Previous re-
search using fMRI showed that following the presentation of
one face identity, the fusiform face area responded less strongly
to face morph of the same perceived identity relative to that of a
different perceived identity (Rotshtein, Henson, Treves, Driver,
& Dolan, 2005). Assuming that repetition suppression occurs
when the same neural population is engaged repeatedly, the
fMRI finding suggests that different face identities rely onmore
diverse neural populations than the same identity. If complex
stimuli benefit from increased cortical resources, memory for
dissimilar faces should be superior to memory for similar faces.
In contrast, if reduced variance lowers working memory load
for similar faces (Sims et al., 2012), then memory for similar
faces should be superior to memory for dissimilar faces.

Our study also sheds light on a third pattern of findings in
the literature: similarity influences response criterion but not
memory sensitivity. In a series of studies Sekuler, Kahana, and
colleagues have consistently reported effects of inter-item
similarity on the criterion that participants used to make the

Bsame/different^ judgment. Participants viewed a sequence of
visual stimuli at fixation, followed by a test probe (Kahana,
Zhou, Geller, & Sekuler, 2007; Nosofsky & Kantner, 2006;
Viswanathan, Perl, Visscher, Kahana, & Sekuler, 2010). The
task was to determine whether the test probe was the same as
one of the encoded stimuli or different from all of them. This
work revealed two mechanisms. First, the same/different de-
cision is derived on the basis of global similarity between the
test probe and all memory items, a process known as “ensem-
ble coding” (Alvarez, 2011). Second, similarity among the
memory items produces a homogeneity signal. This signal
adjusts the old/new decision criterion such that participants
are less likely to respond Bsame^ if the homogeneity signal
is high. Because high similarity reduces false alarms at the
same time as it depresses hit rates, it affects response criterion
rather than memory sensitivity. Kahana and Sekuler observed
this pattern using both orientations and faces, yet they always
presented memory stimuli serially in the same location. Here
we examined whether Kahana and Sekuler’s pattern of results
extended to tasks that presented stimuli in different locations.

Method

Participants Twenty college students participated in Experi-
ment 1, and 20 others participated in Experiment 2. They were
18 to 35 years old, naïve to the purpose of the study, and had
normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity.

Equipment Participants were tested individually in a room
with normal interior lighting. Stimuli were generated using
Psychtoolbox-3 (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) implemented
in MATLAB (www.mathworks.com) and displayed on a 17-
in. CRT monitor (1,024 × 768 pixels; 75 Hz). Viewing
distance was approximately 40 cm.

MaterialsWe created prototype faces of eight Caucasian male
celebrities using FaceGen Modeller (www.facegen.com). The
program removed external features such as hair. All faces were
front view and had neutral or slightly smiling expressions. We
morphed each prototype with FaceGen’s average male face.
Each prototype had eight levels of morph, containing 30 %
to 100 % of the original prototype, in steps of 10 % (Jiang,
Shim, &Makovski, 2008). The total stimulus set comprised 64
faces, eight morphs from each of eight prototypes (see Fig. 1).
Each face subtended 9.8° × 9.8° and was in gray scale. Faces
were displayed against a black background.

Encoding displays were of two types: similar faces and
dissimilar faces. On each trial we randomly chose three
different morph levels (e.g., 30 %, 50 %, and 70 %).
These levels were assigned to a randomly selected proto-
type (e.g., Face A) in the similar condition (e.g., A30,
A50, and A70), or to three randomly selected prototypes
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in the dissimilar condition (e.g., A30, B50, and C70). No
two faces on a given memory display were the same. The
three faces were presented at equidistant locations on an
imaginary circle with a radius of 7.4° (see Fig. 2).

The probe display contained a single face that appeared at
the same location as one of the memory faces. The probe was
either the same as the face in that location before, or a different

morph from the same prototype. When a different face was
presented, it always differed from the target memory by 40 %.
For example, suppose the original faces were A30, B50, and
C70, and the probe face appeared in the location of B50. On
same trials the probe would be B50. On different trials the
probe would be B90. If the probe had appeared in the location
of C70, it could be either C70 (same) or C30 (different). We
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Fig. 1 Sample stimuli used in the similar and dissimilar conditions
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criterion. Error bars show the between-subject ±1 SE of the mean
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chose 40% as the size of change because the difference can be
readily perceived (Jiang et al., 2008).

Procedure Participants clicked the display center to initiate
each trial. 200 ms later the memory display of three faces was
presented for 2.5 s (this duration was adequate for face
encoding; Eng, Chen, & Jiang, 2005). The faces occupied
three different locations. In Experiment 1, all faces were pre-
sented concurrently for 2.5 s. In Experiment 2, the faces were
presented sequentially at 700 ms/face, with a 200-ms blank
interval between faces. The total duration from the onset of the
first face to the offset of the last one was 2.5 s. The locations of
the first, second, and third faces were randomly chosen.

After a blank interval of 1 s, the probe display containing a
single face appeared. The probe face was in the same location
as a randomly selected memory face and remained in view
until response. Participants pressed Bs^ or Bd^ to judge wheth-
er the probe face was the same as the memory face in its
location. Tones provided accuracy feedback. We did not em-
phasize speed.

Design After eight practice trials, participants completed 128
trials in Experiment 1 divided randomly and evenly into two
types of memory display (similar or dissimilar) and two probe
types (same or different). Because visual working memory is
influenced by serial position (Kumar & Jiang, 2005), in Ex-
periment 2 we probed each encoding position equally often.
This necessitated the trial number to be multiples of 3. Partic-
ipants completed 144 trials, divided randomly and evenly into
two types ofmemory display (similar or dissimilar), two probe
types (same or different), and three encoding positions.

Results

Experiment 1 (Fig. 2)

Accuracy was significantly higher when the encoding display
contained similar rather than dissimilar faces, t(19) = 2.67,
p < .05, Cohen’s d = 1.22. To test whether similarity influenced
memory sensitivity or response criterion, we calculated the sen-
sitivity measure d’ and response criterion c (Macmillan &
Creelman, 2005). d’ is a z score representing the difference
between the signal (Btarget^) and noise (Blure^) distributions.
Response criterion c changes signs depending on whether par-
ticipants are biased toward reporting Bsame^ (negative values)
or Bdifferent^ (positive values). Results showed significantly
higher d’ for similar faces than dissimilar faces, t(19) = 2.10,
p < .05, Cohen’s d = 0.96, with no difference in response crite-
rion for similar and dissimilar conditions, t(19) = 0.41, p > .50.

Experiment 2 (Fig. 3)

Experiment 1 found a similarity advantage in accuracy, with-
out a change in response criterion. One difference between its
procedure and Kahana and Sekuler’s previous work was that
we presented stimuli simultaneously. Experiment 2 presented
stimuli sequentially to examine whether similarity would then
have an effect on response criterion. Sequential presentation
also allowed us to examine the locus of the similarity advan-
tage. Multiple, simultaneously presented stimuli are known to
compete for neuronal representation (Desimone & Duncan,
1995). Such competition could conceivably be greater for dis-
similar than similar faces during perceptual encoding (Shim,
Jiang, & Kanwisher, 2013). If the similarity advantage shown
in Experiment 1 was due solely to reduced neural compe-
tition for similar faces during perceptual encoding, then it
should be largely eliminated in Experiment 2. Results
showed that accuracy was significantly higher in the similar
than the dissimilar condition, F(1, 19) = 6.63, p < .05, ηp

2 =
.26, suggesting that the similarity effect had a memory, rather
than just an encoding, component. Memory was better for
later serial positions, F(2, 38) = 46.00, p < .001, ηp

2 = .71
(the linear trend of serial position was significant, F(1, 19) =
72.78, p < .001, ηp

2 = .79). Serial position did not interact with
similarity, F < 1.

Memory sensitivity d’ was marginally higher for similar
than dissimilar faces, F(1, 19) = 3.23, p = .088, ηp

2 = .15,
and higher for later serial positions, F(2, 38) = 29.43,
p < .001, ηp

2 = .61, with no interaction between similarity
and serial position, F < 1. The weaker statistical significance
in d’ can be attributed to extreme values: as a z score, d’ is
sensitive to extreme values in hits or false alarms (such as
100 % or 0 %), which were likely to happen because each
temporal position had just 12 trials. Extreme values were re-
duced when hits and false alarms were calculated across all
temporal positions. The resultant d’ was significantly higher
for similar faces (mean 1.54) than dissimilar faces (mean
1.31), t(19) = 2.46, p < .03, Cohen’s d = 1.13. Even with
sequential presentation, similarity had no effects on response
criterion, F < 1.

Combining data from Experiments 1 and 2 revealed signif-
icantly higher accuracy and d’ for the similar than dissimilar
conditions, ps < .01, but no effects of similarity on response
criterion, p > .20. These effects did not interact with experi-
ment, F < 1.

Discussion

Two experiments showed that visual working memory was
better for similar faces than dissimilar faces in both simulta-
neous and sequential presentations. Because sequential
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presentation minimized neural competition at the perceptual
level, the similarity effect was unlikely due to differential
competition for neural representation during encoding. The
similarity advantage was consistent with that shown for colors
(Lin & Luck, 2009) and line orientations and lengths (Sims
et al., 2012). Thus, high degrees of similarity facilitated mem-
ory, even when the stimuli were complex. These results con-
strain the cortical resource theory as a general account of sim-
ilarity effects (Cohen et al., 2014). They also present an ex-
ception to the finding that inter-item similarities affect re-
sponse criterion (Kahana et al., 2007).

Our data and previous findings suggest two opposing ef-
fects of similarity on memory. First, when stimuli are drawn
from a confined, contiguous region of similarity space, partic-
ipants can extract relative properties along a similarity dimen-
sion. The reduced featural variance allows participants to have
more precise representations of individual memory items (Lin
& Luck, 2009; Sims et al., 2012; Swan & Wyble, 2014).
According to Sims et al. (2012), reduced feature variance al-
lows processing resources to be concentrated on a smaller
region of feature space, increasing precision. In contrast, when
stimuli are highly divergent (e.g., different scenes or different
faces) the perceptual system cannot extract common percep-
tual values along a single dimension. Averaging of multiple
different faces has to occur in a high-dimensional space
(Burton, Jenkins, Hancock, & White, 2005). Though people
can extract an Baverage^ face, this does not facilitate memory

for individual faces (de Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009;
Haberman & Whitney, 2007). Mixed-category stimuli yield
better memory than single-category stimuli because they rely
on widely separated regions in cortical space (Cohen et al.,
2014). Thus, reduced featural variance and increased cortical
resources are two opposing effects that, under different con-
ditions and for different stimuli, can combine to yield either a
similarity advantage or disadvantage.

Unlike Sekuler and Kahana’s work, our findings showed
that inter-item similarity enhancedmemory sensitivity without
changing response criterion. Two differences between our
study and Kahana and Sekuler’s work may explain this dis-
crepancy. First, we presented items at different locations, with
the probe appearing at the location of one of the memory
items. Participants could use location to selectively retrieve
and compare the relevant memory with the probe. In contrast,
Kahana and Sekuler presented all memory items, as well as
the probe, in the same location. Without location as a retrieval
cue participants had to retrieve and compare all memory items
with the probe. The two mechanisms important for solving
Kahana and Sekuler’s task – computing global similarity
and extracting inter-item homogeneity –may have less impact
in our task. Second, Kahana and Sekuler typically used a large
number of stimuli that varied slightly in similarity. Their stim-
ulus condition was analogous to variations in similarity within
our similar condition. For example, face sets {A40, A50,
A60} and {A40, A70, and A100} both belonged to the similar
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condition, but the first set was more homogenous than the
second.

To examine the two possibilities raised above, we analyzed
effects of inter-item similarity within the similar face condi-
tion. We used the average distance between face morphs as a
measure of mean homogeneity. For example, the mean
pairwise difference between faces A30, A40, and A50 is
13.33 %. The mean homogeneity index, calculated on a
trial-by-trial basis, fell into six levels ranging from 13.3 % to
46.7 %. Owing to relatively small number of trials per partic-
ipant, we pooled data from both experiments. Figure 4 dis-
plays accuracy as a function of whether the test probe matched
or mismatched the memory item.

If participants were less likely to say Bsame^ as homoge-
neity increased, then greater homogeneity should decrease hit
rates while increasing correct rejection rates. An ANOVA on
type of response (hits or correct rejections) and homogeneity
revealed just the main effect of response type (higher hits than
correct rejections, p < .001), but no effect of homogeneity,
F(5, 170) = 1.60, p > .10, and no interaction between homo-
geneity and response type, F(5, 170) = 1.66, p > .10. These
data suggested that the availability of location as a retrieval
cue reduced the applicability of Kahana and Sekuler’s theory.

Furthermore, the availability of location for retrieval altered
the extraction of global similarity. If participants had comput-
ed global similarity between the probe and all memory items,
then the two unprobed memory items should bias responses.
To evaluate this possibility, we calculated the similarity be-
tween the unprobed memory items and the probe. We separat-
ed trials into two types and measured the proportion of trials in
which participants responded Bsame.^ In one type the un-
probed memory items were highly similar to the probe, with
a mean morph difference of 12.5 % (range 5 %–20 %). In
another type, the unprobed memory items were less similar
to the probe, with a mean morph difference of 32.5 % (range
25 %–40 %). We found that participants were no more likely

to respond Bsame^ in the first type (51 % Bsame^ response)
than in the second (58 %), p > .95. This finding suggests that
the availability of location as a retrieval cue reduced the im-
pact of ensemble coding.

Conclusions

By testing face morphs, our study expanded the stimulus con-
ditions under which a similarity advantage was observed in
visual working memory. We suggest that inter-item similarity
has multiple, sometimes opposing, effects on memory. High
similarity along a feature dimension may facilitate perfor-
mance by reducing the noise in memory representation. The
advantage for similar stimuli may reverse to a disadvantage
when the similar stimuli were themselves highly divergent,
such as when comparing single-category with mixed-
category stimuli. Future research should consider the multi-
tude of mechanisms that contribute to similarity effects and
examine how these mechanisms interact with retrieval.
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